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HE Racing Post ran a series
of articles some time back
on whether our racehorses
are becoming less sound.  It
was a relief to find at least

a couple of our professionals arguing that
is not the case, because the notion that
racehorses are, by and large, an accident
waiting to happen is a convenient but
short-sighted one for the industry.  
To some extent it exonerates everyone

of responsibility for any failures which
do occur on their watch.  Emphasising
the fragility of the raw material might
help to smooth the ruffled feathers of
already captive owners in the short term,
but it is hardly an incentive to new
investors when existing ones do fall by
the wayside.  
One veterinary expert has made the

point that what racing people refer to as
inbreeding is slight compared to that
which has taken place in farm stock and
is unlikely to have had an adverse effect.
He pointed out though that selective
breeding in any species carries the risk of
unwanted side-effects.  Turkeys and
broiler chickens for example are often
unable to stand towards the end of their
short careers because their underpinning
is unequal to the task of supporting their
body mass.   
Racing is a far more complex business

for the animal body than is getting fat.  It
involves not only much more
complicated genetic interplay, but also,
crucially, the impact of the training
programme.  The very fact that “they win
in all shapes and sizes” has deterred
breeders from selecting for any very

specific conformation, and there are even
several recent studies which indicate that
supposed flaws are not necessarily
detrimental to soundness.  Some may
even exert a positive influence.
Former trainer Ian Balding seemed

sure that Thoroughbreds today are less
sound than at the start of his career.
Clive Brittain tended to agree and
believed that commercial breeders are to

blame because physical selection for
conformation used to be more rigorous,
which may or may not be true. Trainers
Mark Johnston and Brian Meehan both
disagreed with the proposal that our
horses are less sound, the latter quite
strongly.  Johnston steered Attraction
through a brilliant career despite her
distinctly flawed conformation.
James Fanshawe made the interesting

point that there seem to be more
suspensory injuries than used to be the
case.  Fanshawe is quite right, high
suspensory problems are now the
diagnosis of choice in any foreleg
lameness which is not very obviously
attributable to something else.  Happily,
vets at the University of Florida have
used MRI imagery to demonstrate most
cases of this syndrome to be check
ligament strains which have an excellent
prognosis for rehabilitation through
conservative treatment.  That had always
been my own understanding of this
scenario based upon what I was told as a
schoolboy and upon later practical
experience with two-year-olds. 
Vet James Wood introduced a note of

levity.  He remarked that his own career
had started with a senior Newmarket
practitioner’s advice that the most
important thing was to be able to
distinguish between short-lived, box-rest
lameness and long-term, box-rest
lameness.   Happy days!  
However, to remark that the

knackerman used to be busier on
Newmarket Heath than he is today was a
little misleading.  Horses that break
down nowadays are transported to
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hospital for expensive evaluation and
surgery; a process that may be interesting
and may ultimately advance veterinary
medicine, but is often an expensive
substitute for the friendly bullet of old.
Wood may have inadvertently gone
straight to the heart of the soundness
debate!  

The 1960s saw probably half a dozen
individual vets in Newmarket, whereas
now there are at least 10 times that
number with tremendous technological
back-up – all of which must be paid for.
In many early-identified training injuries,
box rest and a light iodine blister may
still be as effective as technological
intervention, but such strategies return
very little profit to the veterinary
industry.

Soundness in racehorses cannot be
pursued as a Holy Grail; there will rarely
be a horse incapable of being wrecked by
carelessness.  Durability will be most
reliably achieved through gradually
progressive loading of the skeletal and
muscular systems.  Less work and
frequent days confined to the horse-
walker hardly fulfil this basic
requirement.  Most exercise riders are
relatively unskilled, and some are so
moderate as to require their mounts to be
sedated. 

Meehan made clear that racehorses’
legs ought to be monitored by someone
who recognises small changes as they
occur and will ensure evasive action
before any serious problem arises.  These
employees are few and far between,
although trainers with impossibly large
strings are committed to delegation and
may be unwilling to concede that fact. 

There can be no guarantee that any
horse will emerge from training
unscathed, but many career-ending
episodes are avoidable.  Warning signs
will almost always present themselves at
a stage where conservative treatment
would save the day.  In many cases
positive interventions only commence
after the vital first changes have been
missed.  As the first responses are often
intended to keep a horse in work through
the amber warning stage they often result
in more serious consequences.

Influence
Horses whose careers were cut short

by physical problems are often well
supported and they have very often
proved to be good sires.  Their offspring
usually seem as sound as those of other
stallions; the Thoroughbred is probably
so inherently sound that any foal is likely
to stand training, regardless of how its

parents managed.  Structural deformity
aside, the influence of the breed is likely
to be stronger than that of the individual.

Conformation obviously plays a part
in soundness, but not, perhaps, quite as
large a part as is often thought.  Many
yearlings will not “stand quite pretty
upon their legs”, as Lord Falmouth so
elegantly once put it.  But Wolff’s Law

dictates that bone remodels in order to
accommodate the stresses it experiences,
and many incorrect horses remain sound.
There are fewer of the very upright
horses which were quite common many
years ago, but we do now have more
yearlings with long, slack pasterns.  The
latter may be more problematic; whether
this change is genetic or has dietary
origin is unclear.

Over-at-the-knee animals used to be
quite common, but the occasional
example of what was once said to be a
mark of soundness is now regarded with
alarm.

The juvenile tendency to turn out in
front has become so abhorred over the
last 30 years or so that foals are quite
routinely corrected.  Very many would

likely straighten out naturally once their
necks were long enough to graze without
spraddling their legs.  That self-righting
process when coupled with the
intervention can leave yearlings standing
slightly out from the knee but markedly
in from the fetlock.  Such serpentine
conformation is unlikely to aid their
soundness, but it has nothing to do with
the fitness-for-purpose of the breed.
Ironically, McIlwraith found that a
degree of outward rotation seemed to
benefit soundness, but this news has so
far had little impact upon producers of
sales yearlings!  

Another widespread paranoia
concerns back-at-the-knee conformation,
some degree of which is quite common,
which has been accused of predisposing
to knee chips, despite Barr and others
having demonstrated such not to be the
case.  As a matter of personal comment
both Provideo and Timeless Times would
be described, in the catalogue shorthand
pioneered by the late Richard Galpin, as
“slight b. k.”. 

Photographs and pictures of old-time
racehorses give little idea of what they
looked like head on.  American painter
Remington travelled extensively
throughout the Western states during the
late 19th century.  His early training as
an illustrator gave him an eye for detail
and he invariably portrayed the Indian
pony, whose speed and endurance he
greatly admired and which shared its
Spanish origin with the Thoroughbred, as
having “McIlwraith’s rotation”.

The repository of x-rays at yearling
sales may prevent as many advantageous
purchases as disadvantageous ones.  Very
likely yearlings always had unsuspected
bone cysts or minor healed fractures
from foal-hood, most of which had no
effect on their racing career.  Ironically, a
study of 1,800 trotting yearlings in Italy
showed that those with stifle cysts went
on to race more productively than the
“clean” ones!

LTHOUGH soundness of
wind is increasingly
perceived to be a problem it
seems unlikely that

Thoroughbreds have lately developed a
general tendency to incompetent airways
or to displacing their palates.  
The number of horses running in cross-
nosebands and tongue ties seems to
argue that case, but neither of these
accoutrements were in general use until
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quite recently.  There may even be an
element of keeping up with the Joneses
to this craze; extra equipment may be an
unnecessary distraction in very many
cases.  

Young horses quite often sound a little
coarse when cantering or “gurgle” when
pulling up until they are properly fit.
Provideo was rarely given more than one
day off, despite running 24 times as a
two-year-old, as he would sound a bit
rough after even three or four easy days;
in different circumstances someone
might have decided that some type of
surgical intervention was necessary.  

Suspicion
We had a very useful older horse

called Susarma that was cheaply bought
as he made a noise, but foolishly we sold
him after a couple of disappointing runs.
While waiting for export to his new
owner in South Africa we started to send

him out two or even three lots every day
and entered him in two decent races. He
won them both and got a rating of 112! 

Endoscopy is far from an exact
science.  It is not unknown for horses
with no previous suspicion attached to
their wind to suddenly make a noise, and
for the scope then to diagnose a problem
that was quite unsuspected by their rider,
or by anyone else, two days before.
Many of these cases would likely recover
unaided but the veterinary advice will
invariably be that something must be
done about it.  

Training conditions now and
conditions even 30 or 40 years ago are as
different as apples and oranges.
Constraints of time and staff have
reduced the solid base of progressive
early training to an extent which the old
trainers would never believe.  The false
ground of watered racecourses is an
additional hazard nowadays.  All-weather
training surfaces do not allow a horse’s
foot to slide on impact and may well play
a part in the check ligament scenario. 

Tired horses are far more likely to take
bad steps: that either trainers or the

authorities condone the witless fashion
for victory salutes by riders beggars
belief.  When a horse breaks his leg and
kills a jockey directly in front of the stand
it will be too late.  Clive Brittain is the
only trainer who I can recall condemning
this idiotic practice.  I was brought up to
make sure everything was pulled up
carefully and was made to trot out: it
makes them last a little longer!

Unprepared
On balance, the evidence suggesting

increased fragility in the Thoroughbred is
questionable.  The alterations to its
environment are enormous.  The horses
which ran four-mile heats regularly were
able to do so precisely because they did
run four-mile heats regularly.  Until about
1960 racehorses often did three daily
canters and invariably worked twice a
week.  In those days horses not
infrequently attempted the Triple Crown.
Perhaps this industry should accept the
implied reverse of Wolff’s dogma - that
any unprepared bodily tissue is likely to
fail.  
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Bill O’Gorman (fourth left) lines up with fellow jockeys for the

Amateurs’ Derby at Epsom in 1966, which Bill won on Suvretta


